
DAMP PROBLEMS AT 01 HEREFORD HOUSE, LINKS ROAD W3 7AN V2 

Report by Quentin Phillipps on 18 January 2020 based on 3 visits to the property on 10 October 2019, 18 
December 2019, followed by a third visit on 17 January 2020 at the request of the owner Russel Simonette.   
Notes and photographs were taken on each visit 

Mr. Simonette had previously reported damp problems to the rear bedroom to HHGE management  on 16 
September 2019 and as a result a visit was made by myself,  Gerry of Amour Hart  contractors and John 
Chandler RICS surveyor retained by HHGE management  to inspect the rotten window frames and causes of 
damp penetration to the rear bedroom on 10 October 2019. 

On 10 October 2019 it was obvious to me that the most likely cause of the major damp inside the rear bedroom 
was the external leaking downpipe immediately adjacent to the damp area inside. From the green stains on the 
pebble dash (see photograph) starting at c. 1.2 m off the ground, this downpipe had obviously been leaking for 
some time. I had specifically pointed this problem out to John Chandler at the time of the visit on 10th October. 

On 16 December Russel Simonette sent me a copy of Chandler’s survey detailing two visits (1) 4th October and 
(2) 10 October. No mention is made of a leaking downpipe in the report or indeed leaking drains. 

On 18 December 2019 Mr. Simonette requested I visit again to check the dampness of the rear bedroom. I 
visited with Magda Polaszek the JSR Property Manager and we took damp readings both inside and out. 

Since 10 October 2019, a shallow trench has been dug in the earth along the side wall immediately adjacent to 
the damp bedroom wall, but the pebble dash render had not been removed as recommended by Chandler. Later, 
on 17 January 2020 I noted that the pebble dash render had been removed but then dumped back in the trench. 

My conclusion on 18 Dec. 2019 was exactly as I had pointed out to Chandler on 10 October i.e. that the damp 
in the rear bedroom at 1 Hereford House was caused by an external leaking downpipe immediately adjacent to 
the internal damp areas.  

My advice to Mr. Simonette at the time (18 December 2019) was to immediately contact HHGE management 
informing them that the rear bedroom wall was still extremely damp and to request immediate action to repair 
the leaking downpipe. I understand from Mr Simonette that he did inform HHGE as I advised, however I 
understand that HHGE have taken no action to repair the downpipe as of today. 

When I visited on 18 December there was an unacceptable amount of condensation mildew in the rear bedroom 
(see photos) so that it could be dangerous to health to occupy the room (see photographs).  

NOTE: I have 30 years’ experience of managing or letting (currently 200 +  )properties on the Hanger Hill 
Garden Estate and in the adjacent areas. In similar circumstances I would consider it to be unacceptable to allow 
a tenant to suffer such conditions.  Having been informed of a similar situation our guidelines require that the 
downpipe be repaired within 48 hours, the mold washed off with bleach by a professional cleaner and an 
industrial sized dehumidifier installed in the bedroom at the cost of the landlord.  

I recommend that Mr Simonette immediately contact the Housing Department at LB Ealing to report that he has 
suffered unacceptable damp problems in his flat for the last 4 months and that the Management of HHGE Ltd 
are either unable or unwilling to solve the problem and request that the LB Ealing Housing Department serve a 
Repair Notice on the HHGE management. 

Quentin Phillipps 
Managing Director  
Japan Services Rent Ltd, 2 Queens Drive, London W3 0HA 


